
 

  

Co:Writer (Chromebook Extension)  
What Does it Do?  

• This extension provides word prediction anywhere you type on the Chromebook (if it is 
enabled). It allows you to select topic dictionaries to help enhance the word prediction 
feature.  

Getting Started  
• Enable Co:Writer: In Google Chrome, select the Co:Writer icon  in the extension bar 

(located alongside your search/URL bar at the top of the browser). In the dropdown menu, 

select the switch to the right of “Co:Writer” to turn on the extension . 
The Co:Writer popup window will display in Google Documents and any other Chrome text 
fields, such as composing an email. 

• Predictions: As you type, Co:Writer will give you word predictions. By default, five 
predicted words are given. Hover over the predictions to have them read aloud.  

• Choose a predicted word: 
o There is a number to the left of each predicted word. Type the number on your 

keyboard to select the word you want to insert in the document. 
o Alternatively, you can click on the word to insert it in the document. 

• Manage topics: Enabling topic dictionaries will help to provide more useful predicted 

words as you type about a given topic. Select the “Manage topics” icon  to enable a 
dictionary. You may choose:  

o A Co:Writer topic dictionary by typing in the search bar and choosing a topic 
dictionary from the search results.  

o Your own topic dictionary:  
 Choose a web page or document with text and then select the Co:Writer 

icon in the extension bar. Select “Create topic from this page.” If Co:Writer 
was able to read the text, you will see a “Your topic has been created and is 
now active” popup at the bottom of the page. The topic dictionary should 
now be available from the Co:Writer popup or from the Co:Writer “Options” 
window. 

 Highlight a section of text and select the Co:Writer icon in the extension 
bar. Select “Create topic from selected text.” If Co:Writer was able to read 
the text, you will see a “Your topic has been created and is now active” 
popup. The topic dictionary should now be available from the Co:Writer 
popup or from the Co:Writer “Options” window.  



 

  

• Speech-to-text: Select the “Speak to text” microphone icon  and select the 
microphone button under “Click for speech to text” and speak into the Chromebook. Note 

that it does not give predictions as you speak. Select the “Type” icon  to revert back 
to normal typing.  

• Options: Select the Co:Writer icon in the extension bar and then select the “Options” icon 
to modify options such as “Number of Guesses” to select how many predicted words are 
provided, font size of the predicted words, etc. 
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